A braneworld model for neutrino Dark Energy (DE) is presented. We consider a five dimensional two-branes set up with a bulk scalar field motivated by supergravity. Its low-energy effective theory is derived with a moduli space approximation (MSA). The position of the two branes are parameterized by two scalar degrees of freedom (moduli). After detuning the brane tensions a classical potential for the moduli is generated. This potential is unstable for dS4 branes and we suggest to consider as a stabilizing contribution the Casimir energy of bulk fields. In particular we add a massive spinor (neutrino) field in the bulk and then evaluate the Casimir contribution of the bulk neutrino with the help of zeta function regularization techniques. We construct an explicit form of the 4D neutrino mass as function of the two moduli. To recover the correct DE scale for the moduli potential the usual cosmological constant fine-tuning is necessary, but, once accepted, this model suggests a stronger connection between DE and neutrino physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing observational evidence that our Universe is in a state of accelerated expansion [1] . The mixing of data coming from CMB, supernovae Ia and abundance measurements illustrate a surprising picture of the cosmic energy budget: the dominant energy component (dark energy, DE, for reviews see [2] ) has negative enough pressure and its contribution is comparable, at present, with that of the pressureless dark matter component (DM), although their dynamical evolution during the cosmological history can be totally different ("coincidence problem"). To remove, at least partially, this problem, a direct interaction between DM and DE has been discussed [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and the "old" idea of varying-mass particles [8] has been taken into account again. These models are also well-motivated from theoretical point of view by the identification of the DE with the string-theory dilaton ( [9, 10, 11] , but also [12] for DE as a stabilized dilaton). These so-called "coupled DE models" can show a late-time attractor solution, i.e. the late-time cosmology is insensitive to the initial conditions for DE. For a phenomenologically acceptable scenario, in these models the present coupling of the scalar field with baryons must be sufficiently weak while the couplings with DM must be sufficiently strong (baryo-phobic quintessence). This is a very general problem: allowing a direct interaction between matter and a quintessence (ultra-light m φ ∼ 10 −33 eV) field could be phenomenologically dangerous (violations of the equivalence principle, time dependence of couplings -for reviews see [13] ).
A possible way-out of these problems is guaranteed by scalar-tensor (ST) theories of gravitation [14] , where by construction matter has a purely metric coupling with gravity (for reviews see [15] , [16] , [17] ). The existence of an attraction mechanism of ST towards Einstein's General Relativity (GR) has been discussed in [18, 19, 20] . Simultaneously the presence of a second attractor is possible ( [20] ) and the correct evolution of ρ DE along a so-called 'tracking' [21] solution is rescued. However deviations from standard cosmology and General Relativity may be present at nucleosynthesis, CMB and solar system tests of gravity [22, 23] . Another possible way-out is to consider "chameleon fields" ( [24] ): the mass of the scalar fields is determined by the density of the environment. On cosmological distances, where the densities are very tiny, the mass can be of the order of the Hubble constant and the fields can roll on cosmological time scales. On the Earth instead, the density is much higher and the field acquires a large enough mass to evade experimental bounds mantaining relevant coupling with matter.
Recently Fardon, Nelson and Weiner (FNW) exploited the notion of "tracking" in a completely new way ( [25] ): they suggested that DE tracks neutrinos. They established a (not so!) firm connection between the dark energy scale and the neutrino mass scale: the similarity between the two scales becomes a true relation. The authors imagined furthermore that DE and neutrinos are directly coupled: a new dark sector arises, taking contributions from a scalar field φ (a sort of quintessence) and neutrinos. In this scenario the dark energy density depends on the neutrino masses, which are not fixed but varying as functions of the neutrino density. The coupling between DE and neutrinos is encoded in the variable neutrino mass m ν (φ). During the cosmological expansion the temperature T decreases. When T < m ν neutrinos become non-relativistic and their contribution to the energy density becomes mass-dependent. In this way the coupling φ − ν brings to an effective potential of the form:
where V 0 is the scalar field potential and n ν is the neutrino number density. If we assume that V 0 is minimized for large m ν , a competition between the terms in (1.1) is created, a minimum in V ef f arises and the neutrino mass is determined dynamically during the cosmological expansion. For works on mass varying neutrinos see also [26] , [27] . Several points are unsatisfactory about this approach (see also [26] ):
• The FNW model is characterized by V 0 (φ) (the potential for the scalar field) and m(φ) (the neutrino mass). The explicit form of these functions is inserted by-hand. It would be interesting to obtain a firmer theoretical derivation of these functions in a "top-down" scenario.
• The connection between dark energy and neutrino mass is not well established unless the scalar field gets an appropriate value.
As we will show, an extradimensional scenario addresses both drawbacks of the FNW model: 1) a 4D neutrino mass as a function of two scalar degrees of freedom (moduli) and the potential for these scalar fields are not inserted by hand but rather explicitly calculated.
2) A firmer relationship is established between neutrino mass scale and Dark Energy scale. It must be stressed that solving these problems led us to a model that is significantly different: the only dynamic that we contemplate for the scalar fields is a chameleontic behaviour for one of the two moduli (the radion). Then, we have to distinguish between different distance scales: on cosmological distances, the densities are tiny and the radion can roll on cosmological time scales (the neutrino mass is variable with time and possible deviations from a pure cosmological constant contribution can be observed in the DE sector); on smaller scales instead, the chameleon acquires a large mass (radion stabilization) and both moduli are simply sitting on the minimum of the potential (for a discussion of possible manifestations of DE at short scales see [28] ). As a final result, the connection between DE and neutrino mass will be established in the form
where V is the total moduli potential. Before getting into the detailed presentation of the model, here is a summary of our approach. We consider a supersymmetric extension of Randall-Sundrum two branes model ( [29, 30] , while for reviews on extra-dimensions see [31] ). This kind of approach finds its theoretical firmer justification in string theory (see [32, 33] ). Our general set-up will follow [34, 35] : a five-dimensional braneworld model with two boundary branes and a scalar field in the bulk motivated by supergravity. As we will see in the forecoming sections, the most distinguishing feature of this (BPS) class of models is that the brane and bulk dynamics are related to each other and under control. Once we have solved bulk equations (Einstein equations and Klein-Gordon equation) the boundary conditions do not give any additional information, so we can put the branes without any obstacle into the background. The positions of the two branes are specified by two independent constants (no-force condition; for a discussion on BPS condition and connections between brane physics and black-hole physics see [36] ). We will discuss than the moduli space approximation to derive the low energy action and a bi-scalar-tensor theory is recovered, with the two scalar fields λ and φ (moduli) parametrizing the positions of the branes: the two constants are promoted to scalar degrees of freedom. To render this model more realistic, we can leave the BPS configuration in two different ways: i) putting matter on the branes; ii) perturbing the brane tensions (i.e. parametrizing the supersymmetry breaking in a phenomenological way). It has been shown ( [37] ) that it is possible to stabilize both moduli putting matter on branes without perturbing the brane tensions. However, since we want to describe a Universe with a positive cosmological constant, the detuning of the brane tensions is unavoidable and a classical potential for the moduli is generated ( [38, 39] ). Unfortunately the potential is unstable and, to stabilize the system, we suggest to consider as a stabilization mechanism the quantum (Casimir) contribution from bulk fields. We will then add a massive spinor (neutrino) in the bulk and we will evaluate the Casimir energy using zeta function regularization techniques (for reviews on Casimir energy see [40] , [42] ; for zeta function techniques see [41] , [42] , [43] ). Remarkably the potential V = V (λ, φ) is not inserted by-hand in our model and the geometrical configuration of the system is stabilized (a long-standing problem in extra-dimensional and string-inspired scenarios, see for example [44] and references therein for a general treatment, but also [37, 45] for moduli stabilization in BPS braneworlds).
As far as the 4d neutrino mass is concerned, following [46] , we will obtain a small 4d neutrino mass without recurring to a see-saw mechanism.
About the organization of this article, in section 2 we present the action and the moduli space approximation; in section 3 we study the chameleon mechanism for the radion; in section 4 the explicit form of the neutrino mass is derived as function of the moduli; in section 5 the moduli potential is analyzed. In section 6 we will discuss the parameters of the model and the moduli stabilization. In section 7 we will draw some concluding remarks. The appendix contains some technical details.
II. THE MODEL
The bulk action is the sum of two main contributions: the first one (SUGRA) is motivated by supergravity and follows [34, 35] , the second one (SPINOR) is the bulk-neutrino part. We have
where the SUGRA action consists of two terms which describe gravity and the bulk scalar field (C) dynamics:
while the SPINOR action, which takes into account a Dirac bulk fermion with mass m of order the fundamental scale M , is written in the form:
We use capital indices A, B, . . . for objects defined in curved space, and lower-case indices a, b, . . . for objects defined in the tangent frame. The matrices γ a = (γ µ , iγ 5 ) provide a four-dimensional representation of the Dirac matrices in five-dimensional flat space. The quantity E A a is the inverse vielbein and ω bcA is the spin connection. Because in our case the metric is diagonal the connection gives no contribution to the action (2.5).
The sign change of the mass term under α → −α is necessary in order to conserve α-parity, as required by the Z 2 orbifold symmetry we impose.
Further, our setup contains two branes. One of these branes has a positive tension, the other brane has a negative tension. They are described by the action
In these expressions, z 1 and z 2 are the (arbitrary) positions of the two branes, U B is the superpotential; U , the bulk potential energy of the scalar field, is given by (BPS relation)
This specific configuration, when no fields other than the bulk scalar field are present and when the bulk and brane potentials are unperturbed (no susy breaking effects), is the BPS configuration ( [37] ). When U B is the constant potential, the Randall-Sundrum model is recovered with a bulk cosmological constant
B . We will also include the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term for each brane, which have the form
where K is the extrinsic curvature of the individual branes. The solution of the system above can be derived from BPS-like equations of the form
where ′ = d/dz for a metric of the form
We will particularly focus on the case where the superpotential is an exponential function:
The solution for the scale factor reads 13) while the scalar field solution is
In the α → 0 we retrieve the AdS profile 15) In that case the scalar field decouples and the singular point (for which the scale factor vanishes) at z * = 1/(4kα 2 ) is removed (singularities in braneworld scenarios are analyzed in [47] ).
In the following we will discuss the moduli space approximation. Two of the moduli of the system are the brane positions. That is, in the solution above the brane positions are arbitrary. In the moduli space approximation, these moduli are assumed to be space-time dependent since in connection to matter distribution on branes. We denote the position of ("visible") brane 1 with z 1 = φ(x ν ) and the position of ("hidden") brane 2 with z 2 = λ(x µ ). We consider the case where the evolution of the brane is slow. This means that in constructing the effective four-dimensional theory we neglect terms like (∂φ) 3 . In addition to the brane positions, we need to include the graviton zero mode, which can be done by replacing η µν with a space-time dependent tensor g µν (x µ ). Note that the moduli space approximation is only a good approximation if the time-variation of the moduli fields is small. This should be the case for late-time cosmology well after nucleosynthesis, which we are interested in.
A. Moduli Space Approximation: the gravitational sector Let us first consider the SUGRA action. Replacing η µν with g µν (x µ ) in (2.11) we have for the Ricci scalar R = R (4) /a 2 +R, whereR is the Ricci-scalar of the background (2.11). We explicitly use the background solution (2.13) and (2.14), so thatR will not contribute to the low-energy effective action. Also, in this coordinate system, where the branes move, there is no contribution from the part of the bulk scalar field. Collecting everything we therefore have
We remind the reader that a(z) is given by (2.13).
We now turn to the boundary terms. The integrals (2.6) and (2.7) do not contribute to the effective action for the same reason thatR does not contribute. Let us therefore turn our attention to the Gibbons-Hawking boundary terms.
First, it is not difficult to construct the normal vectors to the brane:
Then the induced metric on each brane is given by
Thus,
So the Gibbons-Hawking boundary terms take the form
The trace of the extrinsic curvature tensor can be calculated from
Neglecting higher order terms this gives
The terms for the second brane can be obtained analogously. Using the BPS conditions and keeping only the kinetic terms, we get for the Gibbons-Hawking boundary terms
Collecting all terms we find
Note that the kinetic term of the field φ has the wrong sign. This is an artifact of the frame we use here. It is possible to go to the Einstein frame with a simple conformal transformation, in which the sign in front of the kinetic term is correct for both fields. We observe that for a BPS system the moduli potential is totally absent: the fields describe flat directions. Coming back to the action above, we redefine the fields in the following way:
30) then, the gravitational sector can be written as
This is an action of the form of a multi-scalar tensor theory, in which one scalar field has the wrong sign in front of the kinetic term. Furthermore, in this frame there is a peculiar point where the factor in front of R can vanish, namely whenφ =λ, which corresponds to colliding branes.
In order to avoid mixed terms like (∂ µφ )(∂ µλ ), we shall define two new fields[83]:
To go to the Einstein frame we perform a conformal transformation:
Collecting everything we get the action in the Einstein frame (where we now drop the tilde):
Clearly, in this frame both fields have the correct sign in front of the kinetic terms. Note that for α → 0 (i.e. the Randall-Sundrum case) the Q-field decouples. In this case, the field R plays the role of the radion, i.e. it measures the distance between the branes. Furthermore, we can identify the gravitational constant: 16πG = 2kκ In this section we are going to leave the BPS configuration. Let's suppose we put some matter on the branes: Standard Model fields on one brane ("visible") and Dark Matter particles on the other brane ("hidden"). When the cosmological evolution of the branes is analyzed in the absence of supersymmetry breaking potentials, it has been shown ( [37] ) that the branes are driven by their matter content: one brane is driven towards the minimum of U B , while the other brane towards the maximum. In this way it is possible to achieve a full stabilization of the system, granted that we choose the superpotential of the theory in a proper way. If we don't localize matter on branes and don't break supersymmetry, than the BPS configuration is respected, the no-force condition between the branes is present and the system is static.
However it is our intention to describe a Universe with a positive cosmological constant and detuning is necessary in order to achieve de Sitter geometry. We therefore introduce matter as well as supersymmetry breaking potentials V (Q, R) and W (Q, R) on each branes. We begin with the potentials: to first order in the moduli space approximation we get
. The expression for a potential W on the second brane is similar with a(φ) is replaced by a(λ). In the Einstein frame we have (dropping the tilde from the metric):
where we have defined
The expression for W (Q, R) in the Einstein frame is
where
For matter, the action has the form
µν ), (2.45) where g ind denotes the induced metric on each branes and Ψ i the matter fields on each branes. Note that we do not couple the matter fields Ψ i to the bulk scalar field, and thus not to the fields Q and R. In going to the Einstein frame we get
In this expression we have used the fact that, in going to the Einstein frame, the induced metrics on each branes transform with a different conformal factor, which we denote with A and B. We have neglected the derivative terms in the moduli fields when considering the coupling to matter on the brane. They lead to higher order operators which can be easily incorporated. The energy-momentum tensor in the Einstein frame is defined as
with an analogous definition for the energy-momentum tensor for matter on the second brane.
In the Einstein frame, the total action is therefore,
We point out that in this braneworld scenario we naturally obtain a multimetric theory. Particles localized in different branes "feel" the respective induced metric (g ind µν ). In the next section we will discuss an interesting phenomenological application of this fact: the chameleon mechanism. The moduli potential will be presented in a forecoming section. For more details on the moduli space approximation see [37] .
III. CHAMELEON FIELDS
As we already mentioned in the introduction, the coupling of the moduli with matter is severely constrained by phenomenological tests. Introducing massless or ultra-light scalar fields with generic coupling with matter is prohibited by tests on the equivalence principle and on variations of the fundamental constants. Different ways to avoid this conflict have been considered in literature. Basically the fields introduced in the model have either a small coupling today or they have a large enough mass (stabilization). Recently a new stabilization scenario has been introduced in [24] . According to these authors, the mass of the scalar fields is determined by the density of the environment. On cosmological distances, where the densities are very tiny, the mass can be of the order of the Hubble constant and the fields can roll on cosmological time scales. On the Earth instead, the density is much higher and the field acquires a large enough mass to evade all current experimental bounds on deviations from GR. In other words, the scalar field shows a "chameleontic behaviour". In this section we will discuss this kind of scalar fields. We will start by reviewing the mechanism with a basic example; then we will discuss the role of the radion as possible chameleon field.
A. The chameleon mechanism
Let's consider a multi-metric model with the following scalar-tensor action:
where φ is a generic scalar field with potential V (φ), ψ
m denotes matter fields which follow geodesics of a metric g
The scalar field interacts with matter through the conformal factor A 2 (φ), so the dynamics of the chameleon φ is described by an effective potential that for pressureless (non-relativistic) matter takes the form (with general multi-metric theory a sum over i is present)
In other words, the conformal coupling modifies the Klein-Gordon equation for the chameleon in the following way:
where ρ m is conserved with respect to the Einstein frame metric (g µν ). Supposing a run-away behaviour for the "bare" potential V (φ), the effective potential will show a minimum if a "competition" between V (φ) and the densitydependent term is realized (i.e. A(φ) is an increasing function). In this way the chameleontic properties of the field are recovered: the location of the minimum and the mass of the fluctuactions m 2 = V ′′ ef f both depend on ρ m . Another effect which suppresses the chameleon-mediated force is the following: for large enough objects, the φ-force on a test particle is almost totally due to a thin shell just below the surface of the object, while the contribution of core-matter is negligible. Only a small fraction of the total mass affects the motion of a test particle outside. This mechanism has been named "thin-shell mechanism". To give a more detailed derivation, we consider a chameleon solution for a spherically symmetric object of radius R and homogeneous density ρ. We take V (φ) = M 4+n /φ n , where M has units of mass, and an exponential coupling of the form A(φ) = e βφ with β = O(1). Next we choose boundary conditions requiring that the solution be non-singular at the origin and that the chameleon tends to its environment value φ 0 far from the object.
For sufficiently large objects the field assumes inside the object a value φ c which minimizes the effective potential, i.e. V ,φ (φ c ) + βρ c e βφc/M P l /M P l = 0. This holds everywhere inside the object except within a thin shell of thickness ∆R below the surface where the field grows. Outside the object, the profile for φ is essentially that of a massive scalar, φ ∼ exp(−m 0 r)/r, where m 0 is the mass of the chameleon in the ambient medium.
The thickness of the shell is related to φ 0 , φ c , and the Newtonian potential of the object,
The exterior solution can then be written explicitly as [24] 
This equation gives the correction to Newton's law at short distances in the form F = (1 + θ)F N where θ = 2β
3∆R
R . Hence a thin-shell ∆R/R << 1 guarantees a small deviation from Newton's law.
B. The radion as a chameleon
In the general set-up we described in the first section, the possible interpretation of the radion R (interbrane distance) as a dark energy chameleon field has been investigated in [48] . These authors introduced by-hand a runaway bare potential for the radion, to avoid the falling of the hidden brane into the naked singularity, in the form
Their investigation studied the efficiency of the thin-shell mechanism for the radion. The coupling to matter was written by the expansion 55) where the neglection of higher-order terms was allowed by the cosmological evolution, that drove the radion to small field value. Furthermore, the authors calculated a radion-mediated force, with a correction to Newton's law given by
The strength of the radion-mediated force is specified by the cosmological value of the radion. Since θ must be small the parameters of the theory must be adjusted to guarantee a small field value. In particular, imposing the gravitational constraints implied Λ ∼ 10 −3 eV and γ ≤ 10 −5 . In other words the model must be extremely fine-tuned if we want simultaneously (1) to interpret the radion as a dark energy candidate and (2) to satisfy local gravitational constraints. The fine-tuning of γ can be avoided by considering the potential
n , but the fine-tuning on Λ remains as a cosmological constant fine-tuning.
We are going to exploit the chameleon mechanism to stabilize the radion (R-modulus) following the approach of [48] . A detailed description of the moduli stabilization will be given in section 6.
To proceed further, our first step will be the creation of a "naturally small" neutrino mass in this braneworld set-up (see next section). The second step will be the construction of the potential for the scalar field(s) using a physical mechanism and not simply including potentials by-hand (see section 5).
IV. THE NEUTRINO MASS
In this section we describe how the sterile bulk fermion can provide a mechanism (different from the see-saw) to obtain a small Dirac neutrino mass in four dimensions. In our scenario all standard model matter and gauge fields are localized on the visible brane. We begin with a brief review of the scenario with mass-varying neutrinos recently proposed in [25] . We proceed with the description of the Kaluza-Klein reduction, then we show that it is possible to localize the sterile fermion near the hidden brane following [46] . In the end of the section we will discuss the role of the conformal transformation to the Einstein frame.
A. Mass varying neutrinos and dark energy: the need for moduli stabilization
We are now going to describe in more detail the idea proposed recently by Fardon, Nelson and Weiner [25] that connects the dark energy sector with neutrino's one.
The main assumption in the FNW scenario is that the dark energy sector has two components: the dark energy contribution of some (for example) quintessence field φ plus the neutrino energy density
An interaction is present between the two components, due to the dependence of the neutrino mass on the quintessence field. The form of this dependence is obtained via a see-saw mechanism with a variable mass M = M (φ) for the right-handed neutrino. Remarkably the functional dependence M (φ) has been put in by-hand. It could be
2 with h and f some constants or something else. In the model considered in this article, however, we will be able to derive explicitly a form of the neutrino mass as function of the two moduli. In our model variable neutrino mass is not put in by-hand. During the expansion of the Universe, the temperature falls down till T < m ν . At that time the neutrinos become non-relativistic particles and an effective potential is generated in the form
(4.58)
FNW assumed that ρ dark is stationary with respect to variations in the neutrino mass. In other words the neutrino mass is fixed by a competition between ρ darkenergy and ρ ν . The hypothesis of stationarity implies that
This last equation determines the temperature dependence of the neutrino mass in a specific dark energy model. Adding to this scheme the conservation of energy equatioṅ
it is possible to show that
Equation (61) inform us that the neutrino contribution to ρ dark is a small fraction of ρ dark . Another important result can be obtained observing that the continuity equation guarantees ρ dark ∼ R −3(1+w) . Since n ν ∼ R −3 , the neutrino mass is nearly inversely proportional to the neutrino density:
For further details we refer the reader to references [26] , [27] . As pointed-out by Peccei [26] , in the FNW scenario the intrinsic scale of dark energy is not obtained naturally since the value of the potential in the present epoch is fixed by hand:
Thus, the connection of the dark energy scale with the neutrino mass scale is translated into a stabilization problem for the field φ. When neutrinos become non-relativistic and m ν n ν switches on, is it possible to guarantee the correct minimum?
Remarkably, in our approach we will obtain a neutrino mass dependent on the moduli λ and φ. In other words the neutrino mass depends on the geometrical configuration of the braneworld. As we already mentioned in the introduction, the only dynamic that we contemplate for the scalar fields is a chameleontic behaviour for the radion. On cosmological distances, the densities are tiny and the radion can roll on cosmological time scales (the neutrino mass is variable with time and possible deviations from a pure cosmological constant contribution can be observed in the DE sector); on smaller scales instead, densities are higher and both moduli are simply sitting on the minimum of the potential. As a final result, the connection between DE and neutrino mass will be established in the form
where V is the total moduli potential.
B. Kaluza-Klein reduction
Let's consider again the SPINOR action
We use capital indices A, B, . . . for objects defined in curved space, and lower-case indices a, b, . . . for objects defined in the tangent frame. The matrices γ a = (γ µ , iγ 5 ) provide a four-dimensional representation of the Dirac matrices in five-dimensional flat space. The quantity E A a is the inverse vielbein and ω bcA is the spin connection. Because in our case the metric is diagonal the connection gives no contribution to the action (4.66).
Using an integration by parts and defining left-and right-handed spinors Ψ L,R ≡ 1 2 (1 ∓ γ 5 )Ψ, the action can be written as
where we considered the redefinition a(z) = e −σ and we observe that √ −g 5 = e −4σ √ −g 4 . The action is even under the Z 2 orbifold symmetry if Ψ L (x, z) is an odd function of z and Ψ R (x, z) is even, or vice versa. To perform the Kaluza-Klein decomposition we write
(4.68)
Because
where ψ ≡ ψ L + ψ R (except for possible chiral modes) and m n ≥ 0 , we find that the functionsf
The boundary conditionsf We now choose boundary conditions such that all left-handed modes are odd under orbifold parity. We specialize our investigation to the right-handed massless zero-mode. (4.70) now takes the form
Let's consider, for example, the limit α ⇒ 0, then a(z) = e −kz and we can writê
where we defined k ′ = k − 2m andf =f R 0 . The zero-mode wave function on the visible brane is thus given bŷ
Remarkably it is possible to localize the wave function on the hidden brane; in particular for well-separated brane we distinguish the cases:
D. The Higgs sector and the neutrino mass
We now describe the realization of a small Dirac neutrino mass in four dimensions, using the localization of the wave function mentioned above. Omitting gauge interactions, the action for a Higgs doublet H = (φ 1 , φ 2 ), a left-handed lepton doublet L = (ν L , e L ) and a right-handed lepton e R localized on the visible brane is
where g µν ind,1 is the induced metric on the visible brane, and the superscript over the gamma matrices is used to make the vielbein implicit.
We
to the Standard Model fields on the brane. We consider a coupling of the form: 
where Y 5 is naturally of order unity. Specializing this formula to the right-handed zero mode we have
with a mass for the 4d neutrino that can be expressed as a function of the moduli in the form
where f R 0 (φ) is given by (4.73) after the rescaling.
E. Conformal transformation
Now we want to study the effect of a conformal transformation to the Einstein frame (g) on the neutrino mass. In order to do that, it is necessary to determine the rescaling laws of the various fields in the Yukawa term. We have to take into account two different conformal transformations.
•
The transformations is completely defined by equations (19) and (20) .
• 
From these formulas, requiring a canonical normalization of the kinetic terms of the fields, we find the following conformal rescalings for the fields:
Using these last formulas in the Yukawa term, we obtain the "correction" to the neutrino mass induced by the conformal transformation to the Einstein frame:
In the original two-branes model proposed by Randall and Sundrum ( [29] , [30] ) the brane tensions were tuned in order to have Minkowski branes. The separation between the branes becomes a field (radion) in the process of compactification to four dimensions. With flat branes the classical potential for the radion is absent: the interbrane distance is parameterized by a massless scalar field. Since this field has not been observed experimentally, the authors were faced with the so-called "radion stabilization problem". One possible solution is provided by quantum vacuum energy of bulk fields: Casimir contribution of bulk fields generates a potential for the radion. The possibility of radion stabilization by this mechanism has been considered by several authors using scalar fields ( [49] , [50] , [51] ), spinor fields ( [52, 53] ). The result is that it is generally not possible to give an acceptable mass to the radion and solve the hierarchy problem simultaneously.
When the branes are dS 4 or AdS 4 a classical potential for the radion is present. It is stabilizing for the AdS 4 case and unstable for dS 4 branes [38, 54] . The Casimir effect is then a quantum correction to the classical potential ( [38] ). In the dS 4 brane case the Casimir contribution has been calculated for conformally coupled scalar fields [55] , for massless spinor fields ( [56] ) and for massive scalar fields ( [79] ). The AdS 4 case has been studied in [57] .
In this section we will present the classical potential for the moduli (Q, R) in the dS 4 case. Then we proceed with the evaluation of the quantum correction induced by a massive spinor field in the bulk.
A. The classical potential
In order to write the classical potential it is necessary to review the main characteristics of the supersymmetric Randall-Sundrum model ( [58] ) with detuned brane tensions. The detuning process will render our model more realistic: since we want to describe an Universe with a positive cosmological constant, a de Sitter geometry for branes is the correct one and detuning is necessary.
Denoting T 1,2 and T f respectively the tension of the first (second) brane and the fine-tuned tension, supersymmetry imposes the bound |T 1,2 | ≤ T f . The detuning process converts Minkowski branes in curved branes. The AdS 4 solution arises when |T 1,2 | < T f ; the dS 4 solution corresponds to |T 1,2 | > T f .
When one detunes the brane tension U B → T U B , the moduli pick up a potential [34, 39] :
Taking into account both branes, the classical potential expressed as a function of S = lnQ and R in the Einstein frame is
Note that T = 1 corresponds to the BPS case. As mentioned in [38] the potential is unstable for dS 4 and we proceed with the analysis of the Casimir energy as a stabilizing contribution for the system.
B. Casimir contribution: the 5-dimensional bag
We will calculate the Casimir contribution of the bulk spinor on a Euclideanised form of the metric. On the Euclidean section the de Sitter branes become concentric four spheres [59] ,
where dΩ 2 4 is the 4-sphere metric. The metric is conformal to a cylinder I × S 4 [59, 60] . Thus,
where the coordinates are dimensionful and we defined dy = dz a(z) . The dimensional length L is given by
Let's consider a second transformation given by y = −Rlnr, (5.90) with 0 < r < 1 and R is a constant introduced for dimensional reasons. In this way (5.88) becomes
where dΣ 2 ≡ R −2 dΩ 2 4 is the metric for the 4-sphere of radius one, β 2 ≡ a 2 /r 2 is the total conformal factor and r ′ ≡ Rr is the dimensionful radial coordinate (0 < r ′ < R). The metric (5.88) is thus conformally related to a 5-dimensional generalized cone endowed with 4-sphere as a base: a 5-ball of radius R.
In order to keep track of the geometrical "reconfiguration" of the system under the total conformal transormation, let's consider the following formulas:
2 where z * corresponds to the position of the bulk singularity,
• y = −Rlnr.
The first one corresponds to the assumption that the branes can't fall into the bulk singularity. Since we are interested in the description of a low-redshift Universe, we will consider well-separated branes: we assume that the hidden brane is close to the bulk singularity (z hidden ∼ z * , remarkably this is a general behaviour in the low-energy regime of BPS-braneworlds [76] ) while the visible one is located far away in the bulk (z vis << z hidden ). The remaining formulas modify the branes coordinate in the following way:
Remarkably the total conformal transformation translated the cosmological two-branes set up into a 5-ball. The ball radius is connected to the moduli λ and φ by
where ǫ is a dimensionless parameter that is small for well-separated branes. In this geometrical configuration the evaluation of the effective action will be easier, as we now deduce. We will start recalling the SPINOR action and studying the effect of the conformal transformation on the spinor field Ψ. The action is
In the transformation g AB = β 2 g ′ AB the action is rewritten as
where the primed quantities are referred to the ball metric and they are given by
We will now use a more compact notation and, omitting the prime, we write (5.96) as
where D ≡ /∇ + im.
To proceed further we need to specify boundary conditions for the bulk fermion. Since we are interested in a chiral theory on the branes, we choose the "option-L" of [46] , namely: all the left handed modes are odd under orbifold parity. In this way the correct boundary condition is
To complete the specification of the boundary conditions we remember the existence condition for the operator D * : if P − ψ = 0, this requires that the normal derivative (∂ y − m)P + Ψ = 0 should vanish. In summary, we have defined two subspaces in direct sum generated by the operators P ± ; while on the first space (-) we have Dirichlet condition, on the second one (+) we impose Robin boundary condition. In other words the bulk fermion satisfies mixed boundary conditions (for further details see [52, 61, 71] ).
In this way our cosmological set up is the 5-dimensional "extension" of the MIT bag model [62] . In these systems quarks and gluons are free inside the bag, but they are unable to cross the boundary. This last condition corresponds precisely to the mixed boundary conditions discussed above: a chiral theory on the branes corresponds to the condition that no quark current is lost through the boundary. The zeta function for massive fermionic fields inside the bag has been considered in [63] . Analogous calculations have been developed for massive scalar field ( [64, 65, 66] ). Functional determinants were discussed in [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] . For moduli stabilization with zeta function regularization see also [74, 75] .
In the next section we will discuss the zeta function of the system following the approach of [63] .
C. Casimir contribution: the ζ function
We start recalling the general set-up for the MIT bag model in three dimensions. The setting we consider first is the Dirac spinor inside a spherically symmetric bag confined to it by the appropriate boundary conditions. Thus, we must solve the equation: The separation to be carried out in the eigenvalue equation (5.99) is rather standard and will not be given here in detail. Let J be the total angular momentum operator and K the spin projection operator. Then there exists a simultaneous set of eigenvectors of H, J 2 , J 3 , K and the parity P . The eigenfunctions for positive eigenvalues Here ω = √ E 2 − m 2 , A is a normalization constant and Ω jlm ( r/r) are the well known spinor harmonics. In order to obtain eigenfunctions of the parity operator we must set l ′ = l − 1 in (5.101) and l ′ = l + 1 in (5.102). In both cases, j = 1/2, 3/2, ..., ∞, and the eigenvalues are degenerate in m = −j, ..., +j.
Imposing the boundary conditions (5.100) on the solutions (5.101) and (5.102), respectively, one easily finds the corresponding implicit eigenvalue equation. For κ > 0, it reads
and for κ < 0, on its turn,
We define the zeta function of the system as
The power of the method lies in the well defined prescriptions and procedures that we have at our hand to analytically continue the series to the rest of the complex s-plane, even when the spectrum E k is not known explicitly. In particular we are interested in the calculation of the Casimir energy for massive spinors in the bag and we will employ zeta function to regularize this ground state energy. Briefly we consider
and later analytically continue to the value s = 0 in the complex plane. Here s 0 is the abscissa of convergence of the series, µ the usual mass parameter. Let's apply this QCD analysis to the cosmological branes system. When we pass from three to five dimensions we have to take into account new degeneracy factors for the eigenvalues, while the implicit eigenvalue equation remains formally untouched. In particular the degeneracy d(j) for a spinor field on the ball is
where d s is the spinor dimension, D is the manifold dimension (i.e. the dimension of the generalized cone), j = n+ D 2 −1 and n = 0, 1, 2, .... Since a closed analytical form for the eigenvalues is not available for this system, we will exploit the residue theorem (for a pedagogical description of these techniques see [42] ):
Using the method -ordinarily employed in this situation-of deforming the contour which originally encloses the singular points on the real axis, until it covers the imaginary axis, after some manipulations we obtain the following equivalent expression for ζ:
where we defined z = k/j. As is usual, we will now split the zeta function into two parts:
namely a regular one, Z N , and a remainder that contains the contributions of the N first terms of the Bessel functions I ν (k) as ν, k → ∞ with ν/k fixed. The regular part of the zeta function is:
After renaming mR = x, the relevant polynomials (see appendix A) are given by The number N of terms to be subtracted must be high enough in order to absorb all possible divergent contributions into the groundstate energy. In our case N=5. The asymptotic contributions A i (s), i = −1, ..., 5 are defined as
This completes the description of the zeta function. In the next section we will consider the divergent contributions in the vacuum energy. After that we will move to the renormalization process. As a first step towards renormalization, let's start considering the divergent terms in the groundstate energy. By construction they are contained in the functions A i (s). We will discuss them separately following the approach of [63] , [66] .
The first asymptotic contribution reads
of which we need the analytical continuation to s = −1/2. With the substitution t = (zj/R) 2 − m 2 , this expression results into the following one
where the Mellin integral representation for the single factors has been used. As we see, the β-integral is well defined. In order to deal separately with the two contributions in the β-integral, we introduce a regularization parameter δ.
In this way A −1 (s) can be written as
In A 1 −1 (s, δ) two of the integrals can be done, yielding
Exploiting the identity
it is possible to rewrite A 2 −1 (s, δ) in the form
Adding up (5.117) and (5.119) yields
where in the last step a partial integration has been performed such that the x-integral is well behaved at s = −1/2. This is a form suited for the treatment of the sum, which is performed using ∞ ν=1/2,3/2,...
for odd powers of ν and ∞ ν=1/2,3/2,...
for even powers of ν. This formula as well as (5.121) can only be applied for Re(s) < 1, otherwise the integral diverges at the integration limit ν = x. Since the prefactor in (5.120) contains a pole at s=-1/2 an expansion of the integrand is necessary and remembering
), our final expression for the residue is found to be
Let's start remembering the form of the asymptotic contributions for i ≥ 1:
We need to introduce some notation as follows: .
With this notation we write
where we performed the z-integration using the identity ( [42] )
and we exploited the vanishing of the degeneracy factor for j = 1/2. In order to evaluate the f (s; a; b) for the relevant values in s = −1/2 we can use the following formulas:
• the recurrence formula
• formulas 5.121 and 5.122, valid for ℜs < 1;
• an extension of formulas 5.121 and 5.122 to ℜs < k + 1 ≤ n + 2 obtained using partial integrations:
for odd powers of ν and
for even powers of ν.
In this way it is possible to construct an explicit form for the asymptotic contributions and, in particular, our result for the residues is given by This calculation will exploit the basic formulas we showed above and the Mellin integral representation. With the substitution t = (xν/a) 2 − m 2 we write
where in the last step the Mellin representation for the single factors has been used and, in particular, we exploited
In this way we can closely follow the calculation discussed previously for Res A −1 (−1/2). The asymptotic contribution is rewritten as
and the relevant residue is given by
For the discussion of the renormalization let us look for the divergent terms in the groundstate energy. Adding up the contributions calculated previously, the residue for the zeta function is
These terms form the minimal set of counterterms necessary in order to renormalize our theory.
We are led into a physical system consisting of two parts:
1. A classical system consisting of a spherical surface ('bag') with radius R. Its energy reads:
This energy is determined by the parameters: a, b, c, d, e, f, g.
2.
A spinor quantum field Ψ(x) obeying the Dirac equation and the MIT boundary conditions (5.100) on the surface. The quantum field has a ground state energy given by E 0 , Eq. (5.106).
Thus, the complete energy of the physical system is
and in this context the renormalization can be achieved by shifting the parameters in E class by an amount which cancels the divergent contributions. First we perform a kind of minimal subtraction, where only the divergent contribution is eliminated,
1 s
The quantities α = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g} are a set of free parameters of the theory to be determined experimentally. In principle we are free to perform finite renormalizations at our choice of all the parameters.
We find natural to perform two further renormalizations. First it is possible to determine the asymptotic behavior of the A i for m → ∞. The finite pieces not vanishing in the limit m → ∞ are all of the same type appearing in the classical energy. Our first finite renormalization is such that those pieces are cancelled. As a result, only the "quantum contributions" are finally included, because, physically, a quantum field of infinite mass is not expected to fluctuate. The resulting A i will be called A and then subtracted this polynomial from Z. As explained above, this is nothing else than an ulterior finite renormalization. The result will be denoted by Z (ren) . Summing up, we can write the complete energy as
where E class is defined as in (5.137) with the renormalized parameters α and E
. Figure 1 shows the quantum contribution E
as a function of the bag radius. Remarkably the Casimir contribution of the massive spinor is stabilizing: the energy exhibits a minimum corresponding to a stable geometrical configuration.
In the next section we will discuss the parameters of the model and the stabilization mechanism in greater detail.
as a function of the bag radius R for a proper choice of parameters (in particular m=1 has been assumed). Only the contribution j=3/2 has been included as the leading one.
VI. MODULI STABILIZATION AND PARAMETERS SPACE
Is it possible to achieve a realistic model with a "natural" choice of the parameters? To answer this question it is necessary to remember that our purpose is to stabilize the entire geometrical configuration of the system which amounts to stabilizing both moduli. As we already said, it is not possible to introduce in a model ultralight scalar fields with a generic coupling with matter, since phenomenological constraints must be faced. In this model the two moduli interact with matter in a known way. In fact, we could parametrize the strength of this coupling, since we know explicitly the conformal factors (4.78), but our approach will be different: dangerous couplings are kept under control because we are giving a (large enough) mass to the moduli. It seems now worthwhile to focus on the stabilization mechanism.
A. R-modulus stabilization: the chameleon mechanism As we already mentioned in section 3, the possible interpretation of the R-modulus as a chameleon field has been investigated in [48] . Following their approach we will add a run-away bare potential for the radion in the form:
where M = 10 −3 eV in order to trigger acceleration now. It is not a quintessence potential since it does not converge to zero at infinity. It should be considered as a very flat potential which may appear from some non-perturbative physics for the radion.
For the potential above, the minimum of the effective potential
is given by Notice that R ∞ = O(10 −10 ) for n = 1 implying that solar tests are automatically satisfied.
The mass of the radion at the minimum reads
The interesting regime is obtained for small distances, then the matter density is high and m ≫ H, the field "sits" on the minimum of the effective potential (i.e. the minimum acts as an attractor): the radion is stabilized. Although the chameleon mechanism does work also without runaway potentials [77] , the presence of the potential 6.141 is crucial in our model. Had we considered only the classical potential 5.85 for the radion, we would have been forced to face the following problems:
• It is not possible to achieve the competition between the potential (V class ∼ Cosh(R) 4−4α 2 1+2α 2 ) and the matter coupling (see formula 4.81).
• The value R = 0 for the radion is not forbidden by the classical potential. The falling of the hidden brane into the naked singularity (R = 0) must be avoided if our intention is to maintain a supergravity approximation [35] .
It seems noteworthy that the Q-modulus is not a chameleon since it is not possible to achieve the desired competition between the potential (V class (Q) ∼ Q ). To stabilize the Q-modulus we suggest to exploit the Casimir energy of the bulk spinor evaluated in the previous section.
B. Q-modulus stabilization: the Casimir energy
The stabilization of the system is based on the presence of (A) two scalar degrees of freedom (the positions of the two branes are parametrized independently) and of (B) a cosmological attractor that pushes the hidden brane towards the singularity.
As mentioned above, the Casimir energy of the massive spinor guarantees a stable geometrical configuration for the 5D bag. The connection between the bag and the braneworld scenario is the conformal transformation (5.90). Had we had only one scalar field in the low energy description of the model, than only the distance between the two branes would have been physically relevant (consider the radion in Randall-Sundrum two branes model) or, equivalently, it would have been possible to shift the zero of the fifth dimension: moving the two branes away in the bulk while keeping fixed the distance between them. In this case the conformal transformation (5.90) would not have mapped the two branes set up into a ball, since only the bulk singularity corresponds to the centre of the ball.
The second crucial ingredient is the presence of a cosmological attractor that pushes the hidden brane towards the bulk singularity [76] . The visible brane evolution becomes independent of the hidden brane and the braneworld system is described by a single-scalar-tensor theory. For this reason we will assume a very small value for the R-modulus (the hidden brane is close to the singularity/bag centre) in a late-time cosmology we are interested in. In this way we can "forget" about the R modulus (it is fixed at small values and stabilized by the chameleon mechanism) if the efficiency of the attractor is high enough. The Q-modulus corresponds to the remaining scalar degree of freedom (position of the visible brane/bag surface) and the last step in the stabilization process will be to add the Casimir energy as a stabilizing contribution for the bag surface.
To proceed further, it would be necessary to study in full detail the role of the conformal transformation to the Einstein frame (i.e. the cocycle function, for a pedagogical treatment see [42] ) and write the full moduli potential. However, we will consider a reasonable value for the Q-modulus (Q ∼ 1) for the discussion of the neutrino mass.
C. Parameters Space: Neutrino Dark Energy
Here is a possible choice of parameters. We will proceed stepwise: 1)set the fundamental scale of gravity as 2)Choose α 2 < ∼ 10 −6 in order to face with phenomenological constraints ( [37, 76] ). 3)Set the tension scale and the 5D neutrino mass near the fundamental scale of gravity:
18 GeV. (6.148)
4) The Newton's constant as measured by Cavendish experiments in the visible brane is given by (see also [76] For the screening potential of the form (6.141) the mass scale has to be chosen such that M ≈ 10 −3 eV if the radion must be a dark energy candidate. This tuning is no more than that required by a cosmological constant.
The classical potential (5.85) shows a scale given by The correct dark energy scale is recovered imposing the usual (cosmological constant) fine-tuning T − 1 ∼ 10 −120 . On cosmological distances, if we consider n = 15 in the potential we obtain R ∞ ∼ 10 −27 . In this way the neutrino mass is strongly suppressed by the large separation of the branes. In fact, choosing m = k 20 (6.151) and evaluating the neutrino mass in the Einstein frame forQ ∼ 1 andR ∼ 10 −27 (corresponding to the minimum of the moduli potential after the discussed stabilization), we can writẽ
Remarkably, it is possible to obtain a meV-mass for neutrinos with a reasonable branes configuration in five dimensions. Happily, in the minimum (Q,R) of the total potential we can write without fine-tuning the parameters (with the only exception of the usual cosmological constant fine-tuning, a proper choice of n = 15 in the potential and a small value of α). With this last configuration the radion mass on cosmological distances is m ∼ 10H, the field can roll and the neutrino mass is variable with time. Also, notice that the neutrino mass is space-dependent: this can be a source of phenomenological consequences.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a braneworld model for neutrino Dark Energy has been presented. The model is a supersymmetric extension of the Randall-Sundrum two branes model. After supersymmetry breaking the system becomes dynamical and a (classical) moduli potential is generated.
In this article we have achieved the following results: 1) In our model a 4D neutrino mass as a function of two scalar degrees of freedom (moduli) has been explicitly calculated rather than inserted by-hand.
2) The moduli stabilization issue is addressed with a de Sitter geometry for the branes. The chameleon mechanism is exploited to stabilize the radion following the approach of [48] . As far as the stabilization of the remaining modulus is concerned, we suggest to exploit the Casimir energy of massive neutrinos as a stabilizing contribution.
3) A direct relationship has been established between neutrino mass scale and Dark Energy scale. We stress again that the only dynamical behaviour associated to moduli is encoded into the chameleon field R. Namely, on cosmological distances, the densities are tiny and the radion can roll on cosmological time scales, while on smaller scales, the chameleon acquires a large mass (radion stabilization). The neutrino mass is variable with time on cosmological distances and possible deviations from a pure cosmological constant behaviour can be observed in the DE sector (we will further discuss these issues in a future work). The neutrino mass is also space dependent and this can imply phenomenological consequences.
It seems to us that this model suggests a stronger connection between DE and neutrino physics. To the best of our knowledge it is the first attempt of connecting neutrino mass to Dark Energy from the standpoint of brane models. .
In this way we are led to the definition of D-polynomials as follows
